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-Argument Prqduetion.

Abstract

In two experiments,'colle9e students were asked to produce preliminary

and final drafts of persuasive letters.. In both experiments, the students'

verbal SAT scores were positively correlated with their preliminary- draft

argument production. In addition, the students' evaluation anxiety (Writing

ApprehenSion Scble) scorei'were negatively correlated with their verbal SAT

4k 4 4

scores andwith their prelimtlap.-raft argument produttign, b!:!tnot signif-
-)
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Argument Production'

1 .-

Persuasive*Writing: Influence oVerbal Aptitude and

4 Evaluation Anxiety on 6gument Production'

',Systematic assessments conducted by the National Assessment of Educa-

--_.

. I

tional Progress (1979) reveal that the persuasive writing skills of 17-Year
4 .- i

olds,hiVe declimed over the course of the past five years.. this,is unfortur

nate because many occupations require in.dividualste spend-a gignificant'
_

Q

, 4

amountbof time producing persuasive'documents,' For exatnple, lawyerg write..

legal briefs to influence judges'and jurists, pofitIciamt,write campaign

'f
.or

speeches to influence their
conttituents,,and-advertiers* write slogans and

jingles to influence consumers,
1

5

jhp writer of a persuasive docume4 nt faces a particularly chaYlenging

task. Unlike the-writer Of a referential document who only attempts Io'

describe world events, th,e writer of a persuasive. document attempts to :initiate

--or change such events. By selectively manipulating facts and' relatVinships

among facts; the writer of a persuasive letter, memo; or technical report

hopes to'prompt stme choice or action from an audience.
itv

In an earlier study .(Glynn, Britton, Muth, & Dogan, in press), we asked

611ege students tO produce preliminary-and final drafts.of a
J

persuasive

letter. For all students, the preliminary. -draft argumerits that..wereteans-

ferred during revision constituted the'majority of final-draft arguments;

comparatively few new arguments were constructed when writing the final draft,

.

, these students revised by culling their final draft argaments.from their

pool of preliminary-draft arguments: In a sense, the pool Of.PrOiminary-
,

4

draft arguments represented a population of potentially useful. arguments'. The

.,::,:

students sampled from this population when they wrote their,finall 'drafts. t
k

..t
. .. . .4 . 1

.

4.
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Argument Production

A 2.

The generation of a large pool of^arguments during the prewriting or

\ prelimina'y -draft stage of a persuasive writing task probably benefits stu-

dents im several ways. For example, if the students da not have to generate

Arguments on the final draft, then they can devote all of :pith attention to

other operations such as sequence (organization), sentence structure, and -

mechanicOspelling, punctuation, and optimal word choice). ,,In addition, if

the students havca letge-tliumber of alternatives to work .with, during revision,

C

A

Mik
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then they can be more discriminating about the.arguments they decide to

include in their final drafts.

A student who can generate a large pool of arguments in a relativelyA-
short period of time is ideationaVy fluent (Guilford, 1967; Torrance,

1975). On a persuasive writing task such as that.used in the Glynn et al.

study 9- a given student will occupy position ona continuum of fluency.$

The student who generates a large number of plausible arguments in a given

time .fraMe will occupy a position high on,the continuum. The student who

generates no arguments or-a relatively small number of arguments will occupy

a position 1-ow on the continuum: iris this student who suffers from the
.

'condition gnown as writer's lblOck (Rose, 1980).
,

In thepresent experiments, college students were asked to write persua:

.sive letters. The intent behind,these experiments was to assess the influences

of
Ag-
two individual difference variables, verbal Aptitude and evaluation anxiety,

_

/
on the production of persuasive arguments. It was assumed that the construc-

tion of persuasive,arguments imposes formidable cognitive demands on students,

particularly on4 :theix verbal reasoning ability. The students' scores on the .

# °

verbal section of the Scholastic Aptitude Test '(SAT)-served as'a rough index of

,S.

their verbal reasoning ability: the verbal section'orthe SAT includes analogies,

, ..
antonyms, sentence com- pletions, and a'variety of literal and inferential reading

comprehension questions.
0 P

It was'also assumed that the construction of.'persuasive arguments imposes

rrmidable affective demands On'studentsl'particularly on those who typically
.

. -

4fearevajuation'of their writing., Daly and his colleagues (Daly, 1.978; Daly,
%$

19758, 1975b, Daly & Shamo, 1978) hai.'te.studied the "whiting appre-

hc -lion" VF college students,. They believe:

a.
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. , %%dhere mai be a large number of, individuals who'fail

misera bly inawenvirOnment where Writing is demanded"

'because of an apprehension omanxiety about writing.

In a very general sense, theseiiidi'viduals are those

who find the.demand for writing competency exceedingly

frightening (Daly & p. 244). '

4

4

IR the present, experiments, the itp-ents' scores on Daly and Miller's (1975a)

Writing Apprehension Scale'servedas a° measureOf their evaluation,anxiety.

Expeiment 1

,

tt)

In this experiment; college students persuaded their instructors by

meahs dl formal, bustne,ss-type letters to use a lab class for one activity

and not another. Each student wrote two drafts, a preliminary and,a final. -

,

There.were; three hypotheses. First, it was hypothesized that verbal

reasoning ability would facilitate persuasive argulnent prOugtion: that is,

verbal SAT scores would be positively correlated with argument production.

4 .

Second, it was hypothesized that evaluation anxiety.would inhibit persuasive'
. -.

argumeRt production: that is, anxiety scores would be negatively correlated

with argument production. And third, since students with relatively low

, i
,

verbal reasoning ability could-be jUstifiably anxious about tIleir. writing

being evaluated,/ it was hypothesized,that students' verbal SAT sctires' would

be negatively correlated1with their anxiety scores.

Method

.

t .

Subjects. The. subjects were 26 undergraduates (i5 females and,11 males)e

' . 4P.

unrolled in ,introdUctory education claSses at a large state gniversity. All

. ,
.

par-Oecipated on a voluntary,,basis:

7
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5

Scholastic Aptitude Test. The verbal SAT scores We0'obtained. from

the university registrar with the permission of'the shjects.

Writing Apprehension Scale. 'Daly and Miller's.(3975a) Likert-type

't 0

"I confident ofmy ability to clearly
scale contains 66 items (e.

exftt'ess myideas.in writing, 'I like seeing my thOughts on paper," and "I

.don't think I write as intell as most other people"). -Scale scores range from'

'a low of26 to a high of 130 (for, Daly rMiller's aubiiects, M = 79.28fand

SO = 18.86). The scale has a test-r4,est reliabilitoeff ient of .92.

In addition, those individuals.who score high on the' "Scale ten

academic majorsand jobs,which are perceived, by them, to have

requirements (Daly & Miller, 1975a; Daly & Shamo, 1978).

to select -

low writing

In the present study, the Writing Appreiension Scale was administered

to the subjects one week in advance of the persuasive writing task.

Procedure.. The procedure was identical to,that used in our earlier

sturdy (Glynn, et.al., in press).

instructor, by means of a formal

The subjects' task was to persuade their

business -type letter, to use a'future lab

class'for either dtcontent-related
film (alternative one) or a library-

lading session (alterKative two),. OUr past experience sugggsted that both

of these "lab day".acti ities were quite acceptable_to all suipjecti. In

addition, the findings of our,earlier study indicated that Nese two

'activities were equ 1.1y arguable 'alternatives.

Freedom

of the letter-

o choose one acttvity.over the other was an important,component

riting_task, beeatlie without such freedom, was leis

Aassurancf that-subjects would be motivated-to persuade effectively. Subjects

. -

were further motivated by the knowledge that their arguments truly would

have an impact on their audience's

.v/ .4V f I 6



Argument Production

Your instructor w9,1 read your letters carefully Decisions

about which activity (film or. library reading):is the best

choice for the next lab class Will be determined by the

.

quantity and quality of sensible, persuasive arguments you

can communicate. Your arguments must convince your instructor-

to do one activity and,not the, other.

. .
.

In groups of three to six, each subject wrote two 10-Minutetrafts,'a

prelipiniryand a finaiOhat were separated by a five-minute rest period.
. .

''--Because the people who write 'letters in applied settings

usually, work under time constraints, the writ-

ing time of subjects was controlled. Subjects budgeted their time (with stop-'

watches) to ensure that they finished each draft within the allotted period

of time. During the rest period, subjects were permitted to get up out of

their seats; however; they were not allowed to talk to one another. Subjects

understood that their fin. drafts would be written when-the rest per was

over. .Preliminary -draft materilN were made available to all subjects during

final-draft_construction.

Preliminary-draftinstructions. Subjects read the following: -

Communicate all the ideas that you think may be useful in

4
persuading me to choose one alternative and not the other.

Communicate your ideas,Jin the'rough-draft format that you

normally prefelsto use. .For example, some.people simply
V

list raii, ideas Aronstruce outlines, while others prefer

to generate their ideas in sentence form.

Budget your time to ensure that you finish his

initial 'draft in the ten minutes provided. On the final

draft, yOu KillhdVekanother opportunito improve yo0r-
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Final-draft 4structions. Subjects read the following:

111*.

. .7 bp

.

Torto.produce th9 best letter you can on this final draft.

You need to be concerned with content (i.e., the preserita-
.

on of persua§iVe ideas); order the logical sequence-
",

of these ideas), sentence folsmation (i.e., t incorporation ,

4 .

of-these .ideas into sentences), and mechantci.li.e.., compli-

°

an,ce with punctuation and spelling'rules).

Communicate all the ideap that yoli think may be useful in

-persuading one to chooseone alternative and not .the other.

)1-,
- ,

More.than.one -persuasive idea can 'be incorporated into each
.0"

sentence.

Make any changes,.(additiOns, deletions,,and substitutions>

.4

wad analyzed by means of Kintsch's (1974, in press) propositional analysis
4

system. Those proposition§ that complemented the implied or explicit,
. . ,

statement, "This alternative is preferred (or not preferredbecause . ."

,

of preliminary-draftideas that'you think will improve this.

final version. You may refet back to your first draft;

however,' do not put ank, mar.kexon that fi'r'st draft.

Performance measures. The content of the,preliminary and final drafts

A'
were designated persuasive arguments'.. For examidle, a writer who favors

a content-related film may argue "a filmsheis me to picture what I must

o

atually do in a classroom setting" or "a library- reading session will not

command my attention the way a film would." Similarly, a writer whb favors

a library reading session may argue "a library reading session allows me to

decidefor myself which content menitsemphasislpa film doesn't permit

me td learn:at-4S, own pace (the way a library reading session would)." A

writer Leived credit only for,those arguments that were plausible and

10
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lolijcal: The interrater reli5bility forArgument 1 entification was .86.
.,

k '',

" C ,
'

. I

Two structural charagteilstics of the final-dra is atone-were- .

A AP 1
alsO assessed.: sentence produCtfOn (total number of entences'proddced)

.

and mechdnics errors (punctuation plus spelling' error per sentence).

Results and DiscussiOn

Means
,

and standard deviitions were computed for th- two independent

.
. A

°variables (vdrbal
.

510J'and evaluation anxiety) and the f ur dependent,vari-

.
,

ables (preliminary-draft argudentS,ftnal-draft arguments, final-draftsen-

a. ..- ,

.
. . . '.

tences, and final-draft mechanics error).' Next, the variables tha't'were-'
. .

0 I '

correlated significantly wjth one another reidentified:
,

.
Means and standard deviations. The coal lege studerits' verbal SAT scores

.
ranged. from 260 to 68.9 (M .= 4.59162; s6 iTheir Writing Apprehension

'Scale scores ranged from 34 to'106 (M 65:65;-5-10 =18.24).

. .

The students' product ion of preliminary -draft arguments ranged from 2

.io .
,

eto-15 (M = 6.15; Sn.= 3.72) and their presentation af_final-draft arguments
'.--1

a . ,

.

ranged.rom 2 to.T4 04 = 5,42,; .. 3.20). For each subject, about 92% of
. . ...".

theirguments presented on the fiM1 draffwere preliminary-draft arguments

fl
,

.' that had been transferred during rev-is-kin; only a fewnew arguments were

.constructed during revision. w

On the final draft, the number of sentences ranged fryli 6 to 21

M =.10.65; SD = 3.49) and, the number of mechanics errors per sentence

ranged frOm 0 to 7, (M = 2.15; SD = 1.62).

Pearson Product-moment Correlations. As can be.seen in Table 1, the

Insert Table 1 about here I

v
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79

, students' herbal SAT scores were-positively correlated with their

nary-draft argument production. In addition, the students preliminary.-

draft argument production, fin-draft' argument production, and -final -draft
. s

, .

sentence. production were positively correlAed with one another.
,

Experiment 2
,. ..

t f: , . . 41 .
. . ,

. .

,..-
The findings of the previous experJpent provided support for the hypoth-'

,.
esis that students rely on their verbal reasoning ability when producing 'a

.

X' : ..

,'- pool of Thers-clasi ve arguments : the students' verbal SAT 'scores_were positively
4

I.

. correlated with, their.pre,liminary-draft argument production, (r = .48, 2_ < .05) . . \
. 1 ;

t

. . \ \ ' , r

. findings provided only-marginal-, suppirt,, hOwerer7=fai---,thvhypo.Aesis that
,

,
. . , . .- ..

students with relativlylow al reasemino ability axe Anxious about their'
-4A , , - -

.
-, _.

,

written idea§ 'being evaluated: .as expected; the students' verbal SAT scores were
,

. .negatively correlate with thAir 'anxiety scores 4.1-= -.2),, btt the-correla-s
,.."

;
. ,

.
/ -Iv1. 1

.

tion was not signNod'nt. Final ly;i4ere ks .no supOort. for .the hypothesis .
.. .

:
. . , \

evaluation- anxiety
..

tha,t can interfere with students' efforts to produce a
P 0 ..

..t ' '% V.. ... .
,

poOl_of _peesusivc. arguMents: - the students'" anxiety .scores were not correlated ,,

)
. .

.-

1
with their preliminary. Orait argument Ooduct4on .( i-. = - .01 ) . .., .

. .._.

rn the previous experiment, studentA, generated A poo1 of pi-eliminary-
,

. ..4\ . ' 4.
1

'

draft arguments 4n the rough draft format that' hey no. rmally. prefer to use:. ..

. ,.
.

.9 - ,

An inspection-rof- those preiiminary-drafts reveal ed that
/st'udents'varied. eV,

, , .,,
,

siderablY in the formats they used. Many students sommarizedyath of these

. ., , ot ,

arguments using a few .key words:. some of these ,stuOnts simply Listed
. . 0 N,. .

I

: <
-,,,,,,

'these abbreviated' idea units, while others arranged them in outlines and
, ,

diagrams.- The rest of the students preferred to encapsulate their arguments'
4

- II ,e, t

. incomplete sentences: some of these students listed their sentences, while

0
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others wrote them in paragraphs in an apparent attempt to draft a "finished

o A

product" on their first try. 41 -A.

'Students' evaluation anxiety-can:influence
their argument generation

only when the persuasive
writing,task actually activates or arouses that

.

,

anxiety. In the previous experithent, evaluation anxiety might have been aroused

in some students, but not in others. In particular,, it might have been

aroused in those students who produced arguments in the form of a list, out-

,

line, or diag-ram of idea,units. When arguments are in the form of idea units,

students cannot avoid confronting and scrutinizing.heir arguments(which

arouses anxiety in susceptible students). On the other hand, evaluation

anSliety might not,have been aroused kn those students who encapsulated their

arguments in sentences and their sentences in paragraphs. When arguments are

.,

contained in a context.Of sentences; students can .avoid' confronting their

. .
arguments (andaodSing theiranxiety).

In Experiment.2yal-I''studentS, 'Were required to produce their preliminary-
.

draft algumentsin the foem of a list of three:- or four-word idea ,snits.

This requirement was intended to-helO students confront and scrutinize their

arguments,. It was also intended to arouse students' evaluation anxiety.;

:Under these circumstances, anxiety was expected to interfere with the students'

production of a pool'of preliminary-draft argbments: if other words, students'

,

evaluation anxiety scares and theiF prelithinary-draft argument
production would.

.....,
, . .

be negatively correlated.

Method.

Subjects. The subjects were 21-undergraduates (12 females and 9 males)

'nrolled in introductory education classes. ,.All partidpated on a voluntary

,saris.

13,
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.

Procedures. The procedures for.obtaining-verbal SAT scores andlWriting

' Apprehension Scale scores were.the same as those used in Experiment l% In

a
AP

.
addition, the initial instructions were the same as those used in Experiment

Subjects were told .to persuade their instructor-, by means of a formal4

business-type lettei, to use a future lab, class for either a content related

film (alternative one) or a library reading session (alternative two).

)

Preliminary-draft instructions. In the idea -unit format, subjects

satisfied only a content demand. They were instructed to produce their argu-

ments inthe form of unordered, raw ide4s.-.

On this preliminary:-di'aft you need to be concerned only

with content (i.e., the production of persuasive ideas).

,Y

Communicate all the ideas that you think may be useful

-

in persuading me to choose one alternative and not the

other. Summarize each of these persuasive ideas using

only three or four words, and write them in any'order.

Ar
A

On this draft, do not-attempt to work on order

(i.e., the logical sequence of Persuasive ideas), sen-

tente formation (i.e., the incorporation of these ideas ,

into sentences), or mechanics (i.e., compliance with

punctuation and spelling_rules). You will be permitted .

to work on order, sentence formation, and mechanics dur-
.

ing the next draft.

Budget your timeto,ensure that you finish this

initial draft in the ten:minutes permitted.' On the

-- final, draft, you will have another opportunity to improve

your ideas.
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Final -draft instructions': These instructions were the same as those

used in Experiment 1: All subjects were told to construct a finished pro-

duct with attention giveh to argument 'production, order, sentence forma-

tion, and mechanics. Preliminary-draft materials were available to all

subjects during final-draft const4ruction.

Results and Discussion

Means and standard deviatiohs were computed for the two independent'

variables and the four dependent variables. Next, the variables that were

correlated significantly with one another were identified.

Means and standard deviations. The college students' verbil 4)1T scores

1-
ranged from 270 to'590 (A = 419.05; SD = 92.68), Their.Writin Apprehension

Scale scores ranged from 26 to 110 (M = 65.814, SD = 19.59).4

The students' production of preliminary-draft arguments ranged from 2

to 18 (M = = 3.58) and their presentation of final-dPM,Arguments
.

ranged from 1 to °15 (M.= 5.95, SD = 3.71). For each subject, about 88% of

the arguments presented on.the final draft were preliminary-draft arguments.

As was the case in Experiment 1, only a few new arguments were constructed.

On the final_ draft, the number of sentences ranged froni6 to 18 (M = 9.29,
. ; '4 A

SD = 2.81) and the number'Of mechanics errors per sentence ranged from 0 to 5

(M = 1.76; SD.= 1 . 0).

Pearson Product-moment correlations. As canbe seen in Table 2, the

Inse'rt Table 2 about here

4

students' verbal SAT scores were positively correlated with their preliminary-

draft arguMent prOdktion and positively correlated with their final-draft

4-7

15.
O
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argument production. In addition', the students'. preliminary-draft argument

product4on, final-draft argument productions and final-draft sentence pro-
,

daciton were positively correlated with one another.

General Discussion

In general, the findings of Experiments 1 and 2 suggest that the produc-

m4tion of persuasive letters imposes formidable cognitive demands on college

students. In particular, there was strong support for the hypothesis that

,students rely on their verbal .reasoning ability generating a pool of per-

suasive arguments: in both experiments, increments in the students' verbalSAT
3 q

scores were associated with increments in their preliminary-draft ar§ument pro-
,

duction. Thus, the'students with relatively high verbal SAT scores exhibited
N 1

ideational fluency; those with relatively low verbal SAT scores exhibited to

some extent "writer's block."

In the present experiments,t4e Students' pool of persuasive arguments,

represented a. population of potentially useful arguments. The students sampled

from this population when they wrote their final drafts.

Most of the students who participated in these experiments reported afterward

/- 4
that they sampled their "highest quality" arguments from theiroopulations. In

.

addition, an inspection of their drafts suggested that those students who gene-
-.

rated a large population of preliminary-draft arguments were the ones wh3 led

the "highest quality" final-draft arguments; however, we did not quantify

*1' 'either the students' impressions or our own.

It was relatitvely easy tOAistinguish between those arguments that were-
\ -4

plausible and logical and tho%e that were not; however, more sophisticated

16

1
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distinctipns'of technical quality Were not possible'because objective criteria

have not yet beenidevloped and validated.

In order to developeriteria for technical quality, the components of .

a high-quality argument"that distinguish it from an argument of lower quality

must be identified:, We are now Considering components suggested by Toulmin

(1958): he believes that technically sophiiticated arguments include support-

ing details that provides"backing" and qualifiers that specify prerequisite

conditions. We are developing .criteria for technicoel quality rather than

"persuasive quality"l because perceptions about the persuasiveness of an argu-

ment vary greatly from individual to individual and from group to group.

In Experiment 1, those students who-preferred:to generate preliminary-
_

dr'aft arguments in a context of sentences were permitted to do so. Under

these circumstances, many students were able to avoid scrutinizing the'ir

arguments and arousing their evaluation anxiety: consequently, no relation- .

ship was found between the students' anxiety scores and their preliminary-',

draf.argument production (r = -.01). In Experiment 2, on the other hand,

the students generated preliminary-draft §rguments in the abbreviated form of

.idea units. The use of this form increased the likelipood that students would

confront. and scrutinize their arguments. There was some indication that this,

form aroused the students' evaluationnxiety: the relationship between the

students' anxiety scores and their preyminary-draft argument production

increased in the expected direction (1" = -.28), but the relationship still'

ft1 short of significance. The hypothesis' that evaluation anxiety can inter-

fere with Students' efforts to produce a 0°1 of per'suasive arguments merits

further empirical attention. In particular.; persuasive writing,tasks that

4 ,

der id a large amount of ego involvement and self disClOsure from students

shr,u1(' be examined.
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The hypothesis that students with relatively low verbal reasoning ability

are anxious about their written ideas being evaluated also merits further

attention: as expected, increments in the students' verbal SAT scores'were

associated with decrements.in their evaluation anxiety 'scores in both Experi-

ment 1 (r = -.32) and Experiment 2 (r = -.28),'but not significantly so. In

a future study, we will examine this hypothesis again. We'will use a larder

\number ofg6tudents and we.will a,sk each student to produce several writing

samples. If a significant relationship is found between the students' verbal

SAT scores and their evaluation anxiety spores, then it will demonstrate that

students' verbal aptitudes can influence their writing attitudes.

rC

In conclusion, the findings of the present experiments provide support. , \
for those teachers who believe that students' verbal SAT scores should be taken

into consideration when predictions are made about-students' actual .writing-
.

ability and when decisions are made about placing incoming students in advanced

writing courses. The findings also provide some support for teachers who

believe that students with poor verbal aptitudes frequently have poor writing

attitudes. Of course, there will always be a few students who have adequate

verbal aptitudes, but becasuse of "personality quirks" are unreasonably anxious

-about their writing being evaluated. Writing teachers are encouraged to use

an eval ation anxiety scale, such as that developed by Daly and Miller, to

identif tbos students.

18
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;fable 1

p
Pearson Product7momenttorrelations (Experiment 1)

Variable
.

°
3 4 5 6

1.' Verbal SAT

2. Evaluation Anxiety

3. reliminary-draft
Arguments

4. ,Final -draft

Arguments

Final-draft
Sentences

6. Final -draft

Mechanics Errors

r

- 32 .48*

-.01

:16' .35 -,16

.18 -.28 .17

.72** .67** .01

C

.66** .27

.34

<.:05 **R < .01

Note: Levels of significance are for two-tailedAests.

.4

4
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Table 2 ,
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Person Product- moment Correlations (Lxiseriment 2)

Variable 1 , 2

4

4 5

1. Verbal SAT,

Evaluation Anxiety

3. '-Preliminary-draft

Arguments

-.28' .58** ''.55**

-.28

:45*.

-.17 .13

-.39

.84** .44* -.15

4. Final-draft

Arguments
.70**,

5. Final-draft
-.22

Sentences..

6, Final-draft
Meciani q Errors 00

:*2 < .05 **2. < .01

Vote:. Levels of significance,are'for two-tai led,tsts.

.
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